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**Book Launch Program**

*June 4, 2024, 4:00-6:00pm (IST)*

Gilman Building 282, Tel Aviv University Campus and on Zoom >>

---

**Welcome Remarks**

*Dr. Nir Evron*, Chair, Department of English Literature and American Studies, Tel Aviv University

**Speaker**

*Professor Ed Folsom*, University of Iowa

**Conversation**

*Professor Maeera Shreiber*, University of Utah with *Dr. Dara Barnat*, Tel Aviv University

---

**Roundtable**

Moderator: *Professor Milette Shamir*, Vice President of Internationalization, Tel Aviv University

**Roundtable Participants**

- *Professor Karen Alkalay-Gut*, Tel Aviv University
- *Dr. Roi Tartakovsky*, Tel Aviv University
- *Dr. Rosalie Sitman*, Tel Aviv University
- *Dr. Dara Barnat*, Tel Aviv University

**Concluding Remarks**

*Dr. Dara Barnat*, Tel Aviv University

---

Hosted by the Department of English Literature and American Studies and the Division of Languages, Tel Aviv University